A legacy of learning for
a lifetime of success

You now have access to everything you need to pass the CMA
Exam, the global benchmark for management accountants and
financial professionals.
From regularly updated content to our user interface, we have
enhanced every aspect of our CMA Exam Review to be as close
as you can get to the exam. Becker prepares you, mentally and
emotionally, giving you the confidence you need to cross the finish
line. Here’s how:
Revamped content
With 100% coverage of the ICMA Learning Outcome Statements,
you’ll always prep with content that mirrors the latest CMA Exam.
Intuitive user experience
We’ve streamlined our user experience based on our highly
acclaimed CPA preparation software platform.
Industry-leading instruction
Becker CMA instructors bring decades of real-world experience
that translate into real-life application.

Why Becker?

Powered by Sana Labs award-winning AI technology, Becker’s
Adapt2U Technology assesses what you already know — and
where you need the most assistance in order to pass the exam. The
bottom line: you’ll be studying smarter, not harder.
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This is how Becker gets you exam-day ready. And this is how we
prepare you for a lifetime of success.

1 Million

Candidates have prepared
with Becker

The top 100

Accounting firms relied on Becker
for their staff’s Exam preparation

60 years

As the trusted leader in exam prep and continued education

Personalized learning experience
Adapt2U Technology, powered by Sana Labs
award-winning AI
BECKER EXCLUSIVE

No two people learn exactly the same way. That’s why Becker
utilizes Adapt2U Technology to constantly assess your knowledge
as you prep, so you can focus on the areas where you need the most
help. This is how it works:
Proficiency badge
The exclusive badge tracks your level of proficiency around sections
and key concepts to help determine areas where you’re highly
proficient or areas where you need more support.
Personalized review sessions
At the end of every unit, our AI technology creates an adaptive
review session to test your knowledge and help you become
more proficient.
Unlimited personalized practice tests
With our vast database of multiple-choice questions, you can create
an unlimited number of unique practice tests. Choose between
the adaptive personalized practice tests that focus on areas of
opportunity, or the random practice test.

Features

Why Becker?
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Flexible formats to fit every
learning style
Self-study: learn anywhere, any time
Study at your own pace no matter where you are or when you want.
If you’re a highly motivated self-starter and disciplined learner, this
format was made for you.
LiveOnline
Learn anywhere with the help of a structured schedule and real-time
access to experienced instructors. Live webinar courses give you the
support of live instruction wherever you choose to study.

Simulated exams
Simulated exams feature new questions you’ve never seen before
— not computer-generated mashups of past modules — written by
knowledgeable instructors. Everything from timing to structure
is based on the actual CMA Exam to help you prepare for the
real thing.

Unlimited practice tests
Customize your progress tests to focus on your weaknesses, and
take as many as you need. Tailor everything from the topics to
the number of questions to answer, including multiple-choice
questions and essays.

Instruction from industry
experts
Every Becker instructor is an expert in accounting or business —
and few come more respected or qualified. With Becker, you get
the most comprehensive experience around.
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Personal access to support and answers from experienced
instructors when you need it most.

Features

Features

One-on-one academic support
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Advantage

Pro

24-month access:
$1,499

Unlimited access:
$2,099

Features
2-part review course
Digital textbooks
500+ flashcards
3,000+ multiple choice questions
70 essay questions
Lecture videos*
Content regularly updated to provide 100% coverage of the ICMA Learning
Outcome Statements
Adapt2U Technology powered by Sana Labs

BECKER EXCLUSIVE

Simulated exams that replicate the actual exam experience
Personalized review sessions
Unlimited practice tests
Success coaching
Academic support
Online FAQ database
Printed textbooks
1-on-1 live tutoring
LiveOnline virtual classes**
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*Lecture videos covering Part 2 of the exam will be available in spring 2021
**LiveOnline classes starting in summer 2021

Packages

Packages

1-year CPE subscription | $699 value!
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An unprecedented opportunity

About the CMA Exam

For nearly 50 years, the Certified Management Accountant
certification has been the global benchmark for management
accountants and financial professionals. Here’s how it can give you
an edge in your career:

Administered by the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA), the
CMA Exam consists of two parts that must be completed within three
years of entering the certification program

The skills
Earning the CMA verifies your mastery of 12 critical competencies
in management accounting — from financial reporting and internal
controls to decision analysis and risk management. It means that
you've done the work and gained the insights, skills and decisionmaking expertise that are key to expanding your career options.

The CMA edge

The future
Since 2019, the number of new CMAs increased by 17% globally.
Being a CMA puts you among the elite in the world of finance and
accounting, potentially opening up opportunities for you in the U.S.
and abroad.
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17%
Since 2019, the number of new CMAs has
increased by 17% globally.

8 hours in total (4 hours per part)
For each part, you’ll have three hours to
complete the multiple-choice section and
one hour to complete the essays. Once you
complete and exit the multiple-choice section
of the exam, you can’t go back. You must
remain in the essay section to complete
the exam.

Scoring
All scores on the CMA exams are expressed as
scaled scores, ranging from 0 to 500, with the
passing score set at 360. Candidates are not
required to “pass” both sections; the total score
determines pass/fail status. Exam results will
be emailed and posted to your online profile
approximately six weeks from the end of the
month in which you tested.
About the Exam

The possibilities
The CMA opens doors for you in both corporate and business
settings, including careers in management accounting, cost
accounting, financial accounting and financial risk management.

2 types of questions
Each exam part consists of 100 multiple-choice
questions and two 30-minute essay questions.
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CMA exam parts

Part one:

Part two:

Financial, Planning, Performance
& Analytics

Strategic Financial Management

15%

15%

15%

20

%

10%
15%
20%
20%

10%

%
15
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25%

15% External Financial Reporting Decisions

20% Financial Statement Analysis

20% Planning, Budgeting & Finance

20% Corporate Finance

20% Performance Management

25% Decision Analysis

15% Cost Management

10% Risk Management

15% Internal Controls

10% Investment Decisions

15% Technology & Analytics

15% Professional Ethics

About the Exam

About the Exam

20%
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The road to certification
The average amount of time it takes to complete the certification is
12-18 months. These are the key steps along the way to achieving it.

Completion
of 2 exams

Within the management
accounting and/or
financial management
sectors, this requirement
may be completed prior
to or within seven years of
passing the exam.

Active IMA
membership
By joining the IMA network,
you can benefit from
helpful resources and
networking opportunities.

The road to certification

You can elect any major
you wish, and you can
take the exam before
you graduate.

Two years of
relevant work
experience

The road to certification

Part 1 and part 2 can be
taken in any order, and
150-170 hours of study
are recommended for
each part.

Bachelor’s
degree from
an accredited
college or
university
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Three reasons
to choose Becker

Strategic partner
Becker is proud to be a
strategic partner of the IMA.

The trusted leader in exam prep and continued
education for more than 60 years.

The Becker difference

Money back guarantee
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If you use our product and aren’t satisfied
with it after 10 days, we’ll give you a full refund.
No questions asked.

The Becker Promise

®

In a world without many promises, it’s good to know there are still
those who stand by theirs.
That’s why the Becker CMA Exam Review includes the Becker
Promise®: If you study with the Becker Advantage package but don’t
pass the CMA Exam, you can repeat our course for free*. Promise.
Just meet our requirements and we’ll give you a FREE three-month
extension for the part you didn’t pass.
Learn more at becker.com.
*Certain requirements apply.

The Becker difference

Trusted for 60 years
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Continuing education — for your
CMA credential and beyond.
There’s more to Becker than our renowned exam reviews. To help
you further your potential and maintain your credentials, we offer
continuing education that suits your schedule and learning style.
Visit becker.com/cpe to learn more.

© 2020 Becker Professional Education Corporation. All rights reserved.
Becker Professional Education is accredited by the Accrediting Council
for Continuing Education & Training (ACCET), a U.S. Department of
Education-recognized national accrediting agency. This accreditation
includes the Live and LiveOnline courses offered in the United States.

